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ABSTRACT 
A systematic methodology for automatic machining 

operation clustering is an important component in 
Reconfigurable Machining System (RmS) 1 design. The task of 
designing a RmS is performed by a System Configurator, of 
which the Decision Support System for Machine Selection is 
one major component. Machining operation clustering is the 
first step in machine selection. One important form of 
clustering identifies sets of operations that have the potential to 
be machined in parallel. Such paraUelism-based operation 
clusters as we refer to them, must satisfy a set of constraints in 
order to be processed simultaneously on a gang spindle head. 
Minimum feature spacing is one major mechanical constraint 
due to bearing size limitation that must be considered. This 
paper first proposes a model for developing a Decision Support 
System for Machine Selection, then presents a patterning 
algorithm for obtaining identical parallelism-based clusters that 
satisfy the minimum feature spacing constraint where 

• applicable. The algorithm obtains identical clusters by first 
searching for translational vectors and then extracting the 
appropriate end-points. The algorithm automatically obtains all 
alternative solutions so that finding identical patterns on 
different faces of the part or on different parts within the target 
family can be implemented. This strategy maximizes the usage 
of identical spindles and/or machines. The cost associated with 
redesigning, testing, and reconfiguration is significantly 
reduced. 

INTRODUCTION 
Many manufacturing industries currently utilize a portfolio of 
dedicated manufacturing lines (DML) and flexible 

In our research we use small 'm' to distinguish the term 'Reconfigurable 
Machining System' (RmS) from the more general term 'Reconfigurable 
 System' (RMS). 

1

manufacturing systems (FMS) to produce their products. 
Dedicated machining lines achieve high productivity but may 
result in a large amount of idle capacity if large fluctuations in 
product demand occur. Flexible manufacturing systems, on the 
other hand, produce a variety of products on the same system 
As discussed in [Koren 1999], a FMS is expensive because it 
consists of general purpose machines that can produce any part 
from a large part family. Addressing the new market 
conditions of large fluctuations in product demand and short 
product life cycle requires a new type of manufacturing system 
that achieves both high flexibility and high batch-type 
productivity. Reconflgurable Machining Systems (RmSs) are 
one option for such a system. The main components of RmSs 
are CNC machines and Reconfigurable Machine Tools 
(RMTs)-a new type of machine that has a modular structure 
enabling the reconfiguration of its resources (e.g., adding a 
second spindle unit) according to the need. A RmS is defined 
as [Koren 1999] as: 

A machining system designed at the outset around a 
part family and for rapid adjustment of its production 
capacity and functionality by changes of its whole 
structure as well as its hardware and software 
components. 

We refer to the complete methodology for designing and 
analyzing a RmS as the System Configurator. Figure 1 shows a 
flowchart representing the activities and interconnections 
within the System Configurator. There are two major blocks of 
tasks as shown: the System Level Process Planner and 
Configuration Evaluation •Tools. In this paper we are concerned 
with the first block of tasks and in particular the 3 rd activity, A 
Decision Support System for Machine Selection. For more 
details on the System Configurator model, we refer the reader 
to [Ling et al. 1999]. 

Operation clustering is a key step in determining, the 
machines to be Used to produce a target part family. This 
activity decides how the set of operations required to produce 
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the final part, are to be divided up amongst the machines that 
will comprise the system. Clustering must take into account 
part tolerances and parallelism. One application of parallelism 
is the use of gang spindle heads found on many dedicated 
systems. These heads remove the need for time consuming 
stitching moves using a single spindle, as well as tool changes. 
Identifying appropriate spindle patterns for these heads is an 
important design issue. Mechanical constraints (such as 
minimum bearing sizes) can restrict the formation of a single 
pattern. In such cases, identifying repeated patterns can reduce 
design costs significantly. When common repeated patterns can 
be identified on different parts within the part family around 
which a RmS is designed, this can lead to reductions in the 
reconfiguration costs. 
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Figure 1. System Configurator for RmS 

This paper presents initial work in developing design tools 
that can assist the system designer in identifying repeating 
patterns. In the following section we will discuss the Decision 
Support System for Machine Selection methodology to provide 
a context for the research on pattern identification. We will 
follow this by a discussion of the cases that the patterning 
algorithms need to be able to handle, and of an approach for 
one of these cases with some results from a prototype 
implementation. The final section will discuss our planned 
future work in this area. 

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MACHINE 
SELECTION 

In the FMS domain, machine tool builders provide general 
purpose CNC machine tools, with which manufacturers 
perform process planning. RmS design poses an inverse 
problem. The concept of customized flexibility, or designing 
for a part family is the essence of RmS design. In the RmS 
domain, the part family is given first and machines should be 
designed around the manufacturing requirements of the part 
2

family instead of being general purpose. Methodologies that 
achieve concurrent process planning and machine selection 
should be developed. Moreover, RmS design benefits from the 
identification of common operations across the entire part 
family through the reduction of reconfiguration cost. Assuming 
that machining features and operations have been identified, 
the solution process comprises three major steps as shown in 
Figure 2: Single Part Operation Clustering, Multi-Part 
Operation Clustering, and Setup Planning and Machine 
selection. We will discuss each of these briefly in the 
following sections. 

Figure 2. A flow chart for concurrent process planning and 
machine selection. 

Single Part Operation Clustering 
In the CNC domain, the grouping criteria for single part 

operation clustering strongly depends upon the assumed 
machine configuration. Most of the previous research 
performed in this area focuses on: (i) preserving feature 
tolerance relationships [Boerma & Kals 1988], [Demey et al. 
1996], [Delbressine et al. 1993], [Zhang and Lin 1999]; (ii) 
minimizing the number of setups [Chu & Gadh 1996], [Ozturk 
et al. 1996], [Sarma & Wright 1996], [Yut and Zhang 
1995],[Zhang and Lin 1999]; (iii) minimizing machining time 
and cost [Sormaz & Khoshnevis 1996]. The above research 
assumes that the machine platforms are general-purpose CNC 
machines. Little effort has been made on the problem of the 
automatic grouping of operations for parallel machining on 
custom designed machine tools. At the same time, end users 
of systems and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are 
manually forming operation clusters based on identical feature 
functionality during the system design process. However, little 
has been done to verify automatically whether these lead to 
good operation clusters. Moreover, little research has been 
done to search for common operation clusters across an entire 
part family. 

In the RmS domain, machines are custom designed and 
selected (or designed) as part of the solution. Thus, the 
capabilities of machines can no longer be assumed a priori and 
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used to derive clustering principles. These principles should be 
based upon the manufacturing requirements of the part family. 
Part quality, productivity, and commonality across the part 
family are in general the main criteria that need to be 
considered. By clustering together operations that have tight 
tolerance (tolerance-based clustering in Figure 2), the 
designer's specifications are satisfied. By utilizing parallel 
machining concepts (parallelism-based clustering in Figure 2), 
both the number of active machine tool axes and the machining 
time can be reduced. By designing a RmS for common clusters 
of operations across the part family whenever possible 
(Multiple Part Operation Clustering in Figure 2), 
reconfiguration cost can be reduced. 
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Tolerance-based clustering 

For the part shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 shows a tolerance- 
based clustering example. The rule compares the setup 
tolerance of a palletized material handling system with 
tolerance specifications for different features requiring hole 
machining processes. Based on this rule and the setup tolerance 
it can be seen that certain operations need to be performed in 
the same setup if part functionality is to be satisfied. Tolerance- 
based clustering thus ensures that operations on features such 
as the ones shown in Figure 3 are always performed on the 
same machine tool. 

Parallelism-based clustering identifies groups of operations 
that can be machined using cutting tools mounted on a single 
machining unit and driven by a common set of axes. Typically, 
the necessary condition for a set of operations to be done in 
parallel is that they all affect the same face and have an 
3

identical approach direction. In addition, the following 
conditions must be examined: 

1. Similar process kinematics requirements: Operations of 
different process types can be grouped only if they require 
similar process kinematics. For example, drilling and face- 
milling require a different number of machine axes and so 
cannot be machined in parallel using the same set of axes. 

2. Process constraints: Dynamic interaction may occur 
between operations machined in parallel. These 
interactions can cause deflections in the cutting tool, 
machine, and fixture that in turn affects the surface finish. 
Process constraints need to be examined to ensure that the 
surface finish of one operation is still within specification 
under the influence of other operations in the same 
parallelism-based cluster. 

3. Mechanical constraints: Machine design mechanical 
constraints need to be considered in evaluating a proposed 
parallelism-based cluster. For example, due to bearing size 
and housing limitations, there is a lower limit on the 
distance between spindles in a gang spindle head. 
Therefore, there should be sufficient spacing between 
features that are processed in parallel. In addition, the size 
limitation on a gang spindle head might impose a 
maximum distance constraint among features that are 
processed in parallel. A third constraint is the power 
limitation that will impose a constraint on the maximum 
number of operations that can be processed in parallel. 

4. Interference Constraints: Interference of tool/holder 
assemblies and spindles with the workpiece and fixtures 

may prevent clustering. 

An example of a mechanical constraint is shown in Figure 
5. Here, preliminary clusters of center drilling, drilling and 
tapping for processing the four holes violate a minimum 
spindle distance constraint. The correct parallelism-based 
clustering must split these operations appropriately to eliminate 
the violation. 
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Figure 5. 
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Decomposition using mechanical constraint 

Multi-Part Operation Clustering 
Multiple Part Operation Clustering groups operation clusters 
across a part family the parts of which have similar machining 
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requirements. The goal is to machine each multi-part cluster 
identified on the same RMT where the reconfiguration 
capabilities of the RMT are chosen to span the machining 
requirement variation within that multi-part cluster. The 
variation in manufacturing requirements of each multi-part 
cluster determines the amount of reconfiguration required on its 
corresponding RMT. The higher the similarity among the 
manufacturing requirements across the part family, the smaller 
the reconfiguration requirements imposed on the RMT, and the 
lower the corresponding reconfiguration cost. Thus, the goal of 
multi-part clustering is to reduce reconfiguration cost through 
identifying and grouping the most similar sets of single part 
operation clusters into multi-part clusters. 

Group technology has been applied in numerous domains 
for identifying and grouping entities with the most similarity. 
While group technology has been applied to part family 
formation [Han and Ham 1985], [Kusiak 1987], [Selim et al. 
1998], and [Sarker 1996], we find no research that addresses 
the issue of multi-part operation clustering across a part family 
and its relationship to reconfiguration. While the approaches 
for part family formation may be extendable to multi-part 
cluster formation, different coding and similarity measures 
have to be developed to reflect the attributes of this domain. 
New metrics need to be established to measure the "distance" 
between single part operation clusters when forming multi-part 
clusters. These metrics need to reflect the attributes that 
contribute to reconfiguration cost. This would include process 
type, fixturing surfaces, tool access direction, operation 
patterns (tool diameter, number of operations, spatial 
distribution of features), location of the operation patterns. 

Setup Planning and Machine Selection 
This final step determines suitable machine tool 

configurations for machining the single and multi-part 
operation clusters determined previously. The two activities 
involved at this step are (1) the grouping of operation clusters 
into setups based on fixturing, material handling and 
productivity requirements, and (2) the selection (or design) of 
appropriate machine tools to machine these setups. 

Cycle time is a major factor to be considered in generating 
setups. The grouping of operation clusters should take into 
account the total number of stations required, the complexity 
and cost of each station, and the system cycle time limit. 

A filtering process is adopted for matching a setup's 
machining requirements with machine tool functionality and 
capacity. The filtering process will consider machine tool 
process type, machine tool geometry, spindle power, tooling, 
machine tool kinematics, and machine tool accuracy. These 
processes are used to sift through machines in a database and 
identify the ones with suitable capabilities. Alternatively, these 
filters can be used to supply constraints to a synthesis tool that 
will build a machine tool with matching capabilities from 
modules. 

PAT'rERNIHG PROBLEM 
As discussed previously, parallelism-based clusters have 

the potential to both reduce the cycle time of a system as well 
as the complexity of machine tools. However, as also noted 
these clusters must obey certain constraints. When one or 
another of these constraints cannot be satisfied, it becomes 
necessary to separate the operations and form smaller clusters. 
In doing this, an advantage is to be had by forming these 
smaller clusters such that they have identical spatial patterns. 
This reduces the design effort and manufacturing cost for 
producing a gang spindle head for machining the pattern. Often 
the same head may be used to complete each pattern by simply 
translating or indexing the workpiece. If cycle time limits 
prevent these patterns from being machined in sequence, a 
second similar head can be used on a duplicate machine that 
may either be in sequence or in parallel with the first. 

Figure 6. An example part 

With a part family, when one of the parts in the family has 
operations that are best machined by using duplicate pattern 
clusters, it becomes necessary to consider if other parts in the 
family have similar clusters. When alternatives exist, choosing 
the right option becomes critical in minimizing the amount of 
reconfiguration that needs to take place to the machining 
system when its converted between parts in the family. 

As the part in Figure 6 illustrates, the task of identifying 
repeating patterns manually is challenging. Even if a pattern 
can be identified visually, it cannot be assumed that it is correct 
unless all the relevant dimensions are compared. This motivates 
the need for developing computer-based tools for pattern 
identification. The following sections will introduce the 
mathematical formulation, problem decomposition, and initial 
work on solution procedures for patterning algorithms for this 
problem. For simplicity we assume that patterns are for hole 
type features that can be generated by drilling operations. 
Patterns for other types of features are possible. However, the 
kinematics of the operations needed for these features will have 
to be the same. 

Patterning Problem Formulation and Decomposition 
The patterning problem in operation clustering can be 

mathematically formulated as follows: 
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Given a set S of points (each point corresponding to the 
center of a hole), find the minimum number of N subsets 

s I , $2,..., s N , where 
N 

(1) U S i  = S 
i=1 

(2) Vi, V p,  q E  s i , d ( p , q )  _> drain(drain is avalue 

corresponding to bearing size limitation and dO stands for 
the distance between two points) 

(3) Vi,  j e [1, N ] ,  i ¢- j ,  transform T U can be found, such  

that Tij (s i) = sj 

Condition 1 ensures completion of the subdivision, i.e. all 
points belonging to the original set have been assigned to a 
subset. Condition 2 guarantees that all points within a subset 
satisfy the minimum spacing constraints. Condition 3 ensures 
the formation of repeated patterns. 

2-Patterns Alternative Patterns 

n-Patterns Partial Patterns 

Pa~JFace A 

Multiple Faces or Parts 

Rotation 

Figure 7. Patterning Problem Category 

The general patterning problem can be classified into six 
categories as shown in Figure 7. 

The 2-pattern version of the problem applies to the case 
when only a single face of a part is being considered and the 
entire group of holes is sub-divisible into two subsets that 
coincide with each other through pure translation. 

The n-pattern problem differs from the 2-pattern problem 
in that the algorithm has to determine the minimum number of 
subsets (N) that the group of holes needs to be divided into as 
part of the solution. 

The alternative pattern problem refers to cases where there 
are multiple ways of decomposing a group (alternative patterns 
are shown by different line types). 

The partial pattern problem refers to cases where one 
cluster is a subset of another cluster. Due to the existence of 
open space due to the geometry of the part or other features, 
5

identical gang heads can be utilized even though the two 
clusters are not identical. 

The rotation problem is a generalization of the 2-pattern 
and n-pattern problems where generalized transformations that 
include both translation and rotation can exist between subsets. 

The multiple face/part problem applies to cases when 
alternative patterns exist. To further save spindle or machine 
design costs, the patterns from another face of the part or face 
from a different part in the part  family are considered to 
generate a solution that is common to multiple parts and faces. 
In the figure, alternative patterns are shown by different line 
types on both parts/faces. The pattern that is common to both 
parts/faces (shown by the solid line) should be selected. 

Algorithm 
This problem can be tackled in a number of ways. From 

the graph theory point of view, the patterning problem is 
combinatorial since it is equivalent to searching a n-node graph 
to find two identical n/2-node sub-graphs when considering the 
2-pattern problem, for example. An approach through trial-and- 
error will first randomly select n/2nodes to form one sub-graph 
and group the rest of the n/2 nodes in another sub-graph, then 
compare the two sub-graphs to see whether they are identical. 

n 
For the worst case, Cn/2 attempts may be needed before the 

solution can be found. When the minimum spacing constraint 
is considered, the two nodes that are violating the minimum 
spacing constraint should be in different sub-graphs. A trial 
sub-graph is obtained by selecting n/2-1 nodes from n-2 nodes. 

n - 2  
The complexity of the solution process is reduced to Cn/2_ 1 . 

This combinatorial problem is NP-complete ([Karp 1972]) by 
nature and normally requires heuristic search algorithms to 
obtain approximate results. However, approximate answers are 
not satisfactory for operation clustering since different gang 
spindle heads or machine designs are still needed for operation 
clusters that are even slightly different. Therefore, the graph 
theory approach is not suitable for solving the patterning 
problem. 

Another point of view, which is more promising, is to look 
at this problem from a computational geometry point of view 
and treat each subset as a rigid body. Since all subsets are 
identical, the same homogenous transform can be applied to 
transform all member points in any one subset to their 
corresponding points in other subsets. When a group of points 
can be transformed to another groups of points under the same 
transform, then this group of points forms a pattern. This 
suggests identifying the pattern by looking for a subset of 
nodes that can be transformed into another subset of nodes 
under the same homogenous transform. As a first step, we start 
with the case when only translational transforms exist between 
subsets. For this case, translational vectors exist between pairs 
Copyright (C) 2000 by ASME



of their member points. In addition, all translational vectors 
should be parallel and of the same length. This suggests sub- 
dividing the set by first identifying all translational vectors or 
parallel lines, and by then extracting their end-points. We will 
talk about the details of the approach for the translational case 
in the next two sub-sections. 

2opattern 
For the 2-pattern problem, given that there are n holes 

(corresponding to n drilling operations) in the two subsets, 
there will then be n/2 translational vectors (i.e., n/2 equal 
length parallel lines). A line is a translational vector if it is one 
of the rd2 parallel lines. 

h,(O,) 0 hs (05) 

o ~(o,) 

0 h+ (o,) 0 

hT(O~) 

(h h )<d h4(04) hl(Oi) 
o 

o 
h,[~) 0 h,,(o,;) 0 ~,o(o,d 

o 
~A02) h.(O.) 0 

0 0 ~) 
h,(o,~ ~Io,) 0 0 

~h,+h+~ ) h,(OI) 0 

(a) 
Figure 8. 

(b) 
Original hole pattern and group of operations 

Next we describe the detailed steps of the algorithm for the 
2-patterning problem with an example. Figure 8 (a) shows a 2- 
D pattern of eight holes, two of which (h3 and h 4 ) violate the 
minimum spacing constraint. Therefore, the group of 
operations on this hole-pattern has to be sub-divided. Effort 
should be made to recognize identical subsets in the sub- 
division process. While it is hard to do so by pure observation, 
a pattern extraction algorithm can successfully recognize the 
identical subsets. 

The algorithm contains the following steps. 

(1) Calculate the slope and length of the line segments 
connecting any two points in the original set: For this 

example, a total of M = c~ = 28 lines are obtained by 

connecting any two points. Figure 9(a) illustrates some 
line segments together with their slopes and lengths. 

(2) Determine the number of lines that are in parallel with each 
line segment: This step is accomplished by looping 
through all line segments and comparing their slopes and 
lengths. If two lines are of the same slope and length, then 
their corresponding entries in array parallel_count are 
increased by one. Figures 9(b) through (e) show the result 
and sample pseudo-code for this step. 

(3) Identify translational vectors, i.e. identify the line segments 
that are one of the n/2 parallel lines: This step is 
accomplished by looping through the entries of all line 
segments in the array parallelcount and identifying the 
6

ones with entries being equal to n/2 (procedure 
findingJine shown in figure 9(0). When there are 
alternative solutions, all translational vectors are identified. 
They are decomposed according to their slope using 
procedure assigning_.group that will be introduced the next 
section. 

Patallel count=l 

(a) 

(c) 

• t = 4  

(d) 

% Compute parallel count by looping through line 
segments and compare slope and length 
procedure parallel_count 

For i=1, size(index) 
For j=l  ,size(index) 

if slope(i)==slope(j) and length(i)==lengthO) 
then 
parallel count O)<-parallel count (i) ~1 
parallel_count (j)<-parallel_count (i)+ t 

End 
End 

% Idenlifying line vectors whose parallel_count 
equals to n [ 
procedure finding_line 

For k=t, nl 
tend indice<-Find index (parallel_count(k)==n) 

(e) (tO 

Figure 9. Slope, length, and parallel_count of selected 
line segments 

(4) Form subsets: This step is.achieved by collecting end- 
points of all translational vectors identified previously. 
Care should be taken in ensuring that end-points on the 
same side of the vector are grouped together (procedure 
identifying_sets). Figure 10 (a) shows the sample pseudo- 
code for this task. 

Figure 10(b) shows the result where points (center of 
holes) belonging to the same subset are connected by lines. 

% Collecting end points of the translational vectors identified 
previously 
procedure identifying_sets 

[first (1),second( 1 )]<-Find_end_points(index=indico( I )) 
signx(1)<-px(tirst(1))-px(second(1 )) ~ x  is the x-coordinate 
of the corresponding line segment} 
For i=1, size(indice) 

[first(i), second(i)]<-Find_end points(index=indice(i)) 
signx(i)<-px(first(i))-px(second(i)) 
if difterent_sign(signx( 1 ),signx(i))==t rue 
then 
switch(first(i), second(i)) 

End 

(a )  (b)  

Figure 10. Subsets identified 
n-pattern 

For the n-pattern problem, given that there are n holes in 
the original set and that it can be divided exactly into m 

subsets, there will then be C~ n sets of parallel lines with tern 

lines in each group. The total number of translational vectors 
Copyright (C) 2000 by ASME



will be C~ * n/m with only the vectors belonging to the same 

group being parallel to each other. This section describes the 
adaptation of the 2-pattern method to the n-pattern problem. 
Two additional tasks are required: (1) to find how many 
identical subsets the original set should be divided into; (2) to 
group together parallel translational vectors. Six major steps 
are required for this problem category. These steps are 
illustrated through the example shown in figure 8(b). 

The first two steps, i.e., calculating the slope and length of 
the line segments and creating the array parallel_count, are the 
same as the 2-pattern problem. Figure 11 (a) show the entries 
in parallel_count for selected line segments. 

The next step is to determine the number of identical 
subsets. This number equals the total number of points divided 
by the maximum entry in the parallel_count array (the 
maximum entry equals to the number of parallel_lines in each 
group, i.e., the number of elements in each subset). For this 
example, the maximum entry in this array is 4 and the number 

of subsets is equal to 1 2 / 4  = 3 ,  i.e., three subsets exist. 

We then identify translational vectors by searching the 
entries corresponding to all line segments in the array 
parallel_count and by extracting the ones being equal to n/m. 
Figure 11 (a) shows all translational vectors. 

% assigning translational vectors into groups 
• procedure assigning_group 

For i=1, size(indice) 
If slope(index(indice(i)))=new_slope 
Then group_slope(j)=slope(index(indice(i))) 
j=j+l  

End 
For i=1 ,size(indice} 

For j=l,number_of_subsets 
If slope(index(indice(i)))==group_slopeO) 
Then j=assign group(indice(i)) 

End 
End 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 1 I. Groups of translational vectors 

Next we group parallel translational vectors. For the n- 
m 

pattern problems, there are C 2 sets of translational vectors 

and these must be correctly grouped according to parallelism to 
ensure the proper formation of subsets. This step is also 
necessary for the 2-pattern problem when alternative solutions 
exist. This is achieved by looping through all translational 
vectors and assigning them into groups according to their slope 
(procedure assigning_group). Figure 12 (a) shows the result 
where translational vectors are assigned to three different 
groups (shown by different line types). The last step "form 
subsets" is the same as in the 2-pattern approach. 

The minimum spacing constraint will be tested again after 
solutions are obtained. If all solutions satisfy the minimum 
feature spacing constraint, the one that is common to multiple 
surfaces or multiple parts should be selected. If only one 
solution satisfies this constraint, this solution should be 
selected. If no solution meets this constraint, the patterning 
algorithm should be applied to each subset to sub-divide 
further. 

For this computational geometry approach, the total 
n 

number of line segments is C 2 for a n-point set. Since the 

translational vectors are obtained by  comparing a pairs of lines, 
the number of operations required to search for translational 

vectors from these line segments is C~ ~ , which i s  O(n 4) 
polynomial complexity. For the n-pattern problem, there is an 
additional step to group the translational vectors according to 
their slope, the computational complexity of this operation is of 
a lower order. Thus, whereas the graph approach is a 
combinatorial NP-complete problem, a computational geometry 
approach provides a much simpler problem of polynomial 
computational effort. 

Application Example 
Tile following points are in first 
subset 
x= 1.50 y= 1.30 
x= 5 70 y= 4 80 ~ ' - f ~ ] - - "  ............. - - -"" l  

" " 1 5  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

x= 8.60 y= 6.00 )-- . . . . . . . .  
x= 12.00 y= 1.30 
x= 11.00 y= 9.00 

I h f  x= 8.70 y= 11.80 
x= 5.70 y= 12.90 
x= 7.00 y= 14.80 10 I - - " - ~ / - " ~ " - - - "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
X= 1.40 y= 14.80 | t ' ~ l  
x= 2.80 y= 11.80 L\\ x= 2.80 y= 6.00 
x= 12.35 y= 14.80 
The following poims are in s 
subset ~ [ b  
x= 9.60 y= 1.30 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
x= 13.80 y= 4.80 
x= 16.70 y= 6.00 
x= 20.10 y= 1.30 
x= 19.10 y= 9.00 
x= 9.80 y= 9.00 
x= 16.80 y= 11.80 o ix,_ 
x= 13.80 y= 12.90 0 10 15 20 25 
x= 15.10 y= 14.80 
x= 9.50 y= 14.80 
x= 10.90 y=l l .80  
x= 10.90 y= 6.00 
x= 20.45 y= 14.80 

Figure 12. Patterning result 

In this section, the patterning algorithm is applied to the 
part shown in Figure 6. This part has both casting features (the 
big hole and the pocket) and machined features. Due to a 
minimum spacing constraint, it is not possible to process all the 
drilling operations required to produce the machined features 
using a single gang spindle. Efforts should be made to group 
these features into identical clusters to save spindle design and 
part storage cost. While it is hard to do so manually, the 
desired results can be obtained using the patterning algorithm 
we have developed. 

Figure 12 shows the grouping results using both graphics 
and text output. Two identical parallelism-based clusters (the 
center of those holes are marked by '*' and '+" respectively) 
are generated by the patterning algorithm. 
7 Copyright (C) 2000 by ASME



FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have presented a model for concurrent 

process planning and machine selection and a patterning 
algorithm for solving operation clustering for translation type 
patterns. Further research currently underway includes: 

• Expansion of the algorithm to general homogeneous 
transforms including rotation. One approach we are 
investigating is to adopt the idea of rotational vectors. 
Similar to the translational problem where translational 
vectors exist between subsets, for this case rotational 
vectors (with respect to a fixed center of rotation) exist 
between subsets. These rotational vectors should 
correspond to the identical orientation change when the 
points in one subset are transformed to those in another 
subset. The subsets can be formed by first identifying the 
rotational angle for transformations that map lines of the 
same length onto each other. By identifying groups of 
mappings with similar angles in a similar manner to the 
parallel vector groups for the translational problem, 
general patterns can be found. 

• An approach that automates the grouping of multi-part 
operation clusters into setups. The approach should take 
into account the similarity between single part clusters and 
the production cycle time requirements. 

• Development of an automated methodology that maps 
setups to alternative RMTs based on their manufacturing 
requirements. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented a model for concurrent 

process planning and machine selection as a key component in 
system level process planning for RmS. We have also 
introduced a new patterning algorithm for parallelism-based 
operation clustering. The algorithm forms identical operation 
clusters by first searching for translational vectors and then 
extracting the end-points. This algorithm is of polynomial 
computational complexity and is applicable to cases where only 
translational relations exist between different clusters. The 
validity of this algorithm is examined through an application 
example. Such a tool when extended to the general case of 
rotational/translational patterns and multi-part patterns will be 
extremely useful for the design of a RmS. 
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